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I. ItWBCOXTION

1. Wind energy is a form of solar energy. The earth can be regarded, in
fact, as an enormous heat engine1 in which, every day, its working fluid
(the atmospheric air) passes from its heat source (the sunlit hemisphere) to
its heat sink (the hemisphere in darkness). This cycle produces mechanical
energy, and this "is what wind energy is. Since the temperature difference is
small of'tha order of 10 degrees1centigrade the,effic;jncy is very low, but
the heat output is nevertheless large {I.-- x 1CX" thermal m • Tnis gives
the following orders of magnitude:

16 7
Energy produced annually 10 kWh (or 10 TWi)

Energy recoverable for use in industry 10 kHh (or 10 TWh)
^k as 1 par cent)

2. These are very large amounts, but wind energy has the same advantage and
disadvantages (or deficiencies) as solar energy: it is inexhaustible and non-
polluting, free of char-s, after the investment has been made in the collect
ing installations/ but unevenly,.distributed, intermitten aid dependent on

chance. Because of the way in which it is produced (solar radiation and the
rotation of the earth) the wind should be a model of regularity, the wind
strength should be perfectly constant at any given time over the earth as a

whole, and at any given place, averaged over the year. As a result of
msteoroiogical phenomena", however, the wind is not constant at any given place
and time- the recoverable energy may vary enormously as between two places

very close together.

3. Wind energy is nost useful in windy and isolated regions which lack major
hydroelectric resources and where the cost of supplying fuel is very high.
Under these conditions, the use of wind generators driving conventional

generator sets should be considered as a way of saving fuel.

4. The main feature of this type of energy is its extreme irregularity in
terns of time and place. The wind regime and the maximum and minimum wind
velocities must be precisely known* The generator must be capable of
producing its rated power at as lc*T a velocity as pcsrible, and also be able
to withstand strong winds of velocity up to and exceeding 150 kilcxretres/hour.

The blades must be capable of withstanding sandstorms in desert areas and the

Sahel.

5. Wind parameters are. still poorly known in Africa. Meteorological data
usually include only the ground-level wind velocity, but the velocity increase

with the heiqht above the ground and also with height above sea level.
Ground-level meteorological observations can thus give only qualitative
information, so that quantitative measurements at a hei^it of 50-100 metres

are called for. The question,of establishing a measurement network for wind

potential is therefore one of great importance, and this is still further
increased by the fact that the effects of natural obstacles are also appreciable,
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6. Because wind is so uncertain, the economic advantages of wind energy
nay be large in one particular place and negligible in another. Thio applies
in all three dimensions: the output of a windmill can be doubled by irerely
making its mounting 10 metres longer, by moving it from one bank of a river
to the.other, or by putting it on the top of a cliff instead of at the bottom.
This is why 'prospecting11 is necessary in the case of wind energy., as with
many other energy sources. Before a windmill is installed at a particular
place, the meteorologies 1 det*. .runt alv-?ys be sidled and a ser^s of
measurements made. The justification for so doing will be th= greater

depending on the particular case, if this form of energy is to be exploited
on a permanent basis or is to take the fo>m of a seasonal contribution
in association with ^thrr energy sources, Anencmsfcars are available which
have been aesigried specially for this purpose and meacura the recoverable
energy„

7. Wind energy is used in certain; parts of Africa for pumping water and for
irrigation v-Morocco, Mauritania, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, Chad, etc.). The
use of windmills may, in the future and provided that the conditions are
suitable, be more appropriate and more economic in arid zones far from the
coast and without any conventional sources of energy. For the tirre being, in
Africa itself, it has to be said that windmills used for pumpinq have not
been conpletely satisfactory.

8. Prospecting for suitable sites and the measurements made in equatorial
and tropical areas have unfortunately almost always given disappointing results.
Africa, apart fron the Sahara, the Sahel and the Kalahari Desert, would appear,
in general to compare very unfavourably with the template countries and the

. polar regions, where the winds are both strong and reliable. That being so,
no large-scale development of wind energy wonld seem likely in Africa. .

9. in general, conditions in certain parts of the world, such as the equatorial
countries, are not suitable for the use of wind energy* In others, including
the tropical regions affected by the trade winds, they are more suitable The
table.given below shows, for various wind speed ranges, the time (as a percentage
of an 8,760 hour year),, during which the wind blew at a speed failing within -
each such range (for five t-fest African countries).

3-4 Vs 4-5 m/s 5-6 m/s 6r7 m/s 7_m/s

Senegal 17-25% 13-15% 9-11% 5-7% 3-5%
Mauritania 7-14% 11-14% 11-15% 9-11% i3«14%
Mali 15-20*5 11-13% 9-10% 5-7% 5~S%
Upper Volta 14-16% 8-10% 5-6% 2-3% 1-2%

Niqer 16-21% 14%-16%" 7-9% 4-6% " V5%

1. Suitable 10% 13% 13%. 10% 13%

2. Average 18% 14% 10% 8% 5%

3. unsuitable 15% 9% 6% 3% 2%
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I0o The normal operation of a windmill will obviously depend very much on

the wind regime. A careful study of this regime (variation of wind speed

over time, number of days without wind, wind stability, occurrence of

tornadoes, etc.) is therefore necessary before an expensive windmill is

installed. To be worthwhile, such a study calls for the systematic observation

of these parameters for a period of not less than one year. The observations

reported by the West African countries mentioned in the table given above

could quickly be made in other African regions having the same climatic

features but where such observations are lacking.

II. TECHNICS FOR THE USE OF WIND ENERG*

11. Harnessing wind power has its origins in age-old techniques. Sailing

was the first example. The windmill was invented later but just when is not

known. Much more recently the wind has been used to propel land vehicles
(sleds, wind buggies, etc.) and for flying gliders without motors. Wind

mills known today are more or less the direct descendants of windmills of the

past. They nay be divided into two types, vertical-axis windmills, swhich

are gnerally very large and costly, and horizontal-axis windmills,, which alone
are currently being marketed. ■

(a) Multi-bladed windmills

12. This type of windmill is made up of a wheel about two six metres in
.diameter to which a large number of oblique blades are attached. In .

addition, there is almost always a turning device and an automatic feathering

system to protect against high:winds. The multi-bladed windmill is designed

for low speeds (30 to 80 r.pom.) and is almost always associated with a piston

pump immersed in the well, a crank drive converts the rotational movement

into a linear movement which is transmitted to the bottom of the well by linkage.

13. Several eastern countries, the United States, Federal Republic of Germany,
France, etc. regularly sell multi-bladed windmills with varying - . , ■

characteristics: discharge between 3 and 20 m3/day, intake head of 30 to 40 m
maximwif tower height from 5 to 20 metres, prices ranging from $US1,5OO to
$US15,OOO according to size. The advantages of the multi-bladed windmill may
be summarized briefly as follows:

- Excellent starting in low winds (2.5 to 3 metres/second), which is not

'.the case for propellor wind generators,

- Slow blade speed which is well suited to the operation of a piston
pump driven by cam and linkage,

- Simple construction-permitting its assembly on the spot,

- Relatively moderate initial costs.
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Its disadvantages are the following: ' ;■' " r;

- ■Its mechanical parts, especially the linkage/ are rather fragile,

*'-':i Poorly desired for wells deeper than 40 metres (very long rods

" often break), [

- Failure to function in high winds (to avoid damage, the windmill must

feather, conseqi^ently, valuable hiijh winds cannot be taken advantage

of,

- Poor adaptation to changes in wind speed and direction (high inertia),

- The permanent windmill-pump connexion nay cause the1 well to dry out

after a long period of high winds and this may make the pump to break.

14. However, the reliability of multi-bladed windmills is high as long as

they receive regular preventive servicing. The failure of 38 windmills
installed in Mali in the Gao region from 1956 to 1960 is mainly due to the

fact that they were not serviced regularly and there were faults in their

design, (They were not suited to the discharge of the wells).

(b) Wind generators

15. Wind generators are windmills generating electricity as either alternating

current or direct currrent. The blade (limited here to only two or three) tfrive

a <3ynsmb or alternator either directly or through a step-up transmission. The
blades" can often be rotated • around their longitudinal axis to achieve good

control of the windmill speed and complete furling during violent: storms. The
speed-for the blades ranges between 100 and 1,000 r.p,m-; according to their-

size.

16. The power1 of Wind generators currently being marketed varies betwaen 24 ■
watts and approxiinately: 6 kW, 1,000 kW machines have been built.. The diarrie!ier
depend to alarge extent-on the selected ratsd wind speed. Prices vary ;

according to the characteristics and the reliability of the designs.

17. The advantages of air-driven generators are numerous:

- Possibility of operating the generators in very hi<£i winds, unlike

multi-bladed windmills?

- Good use of medium, strona and very strong winds,

- Very good regulation (variable pitch blade),

- Numerous uses, simple use of either alternating or direct current
(electric pumps, lighting, motors, etc).
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- Flexible installation: the wind generator can be placed at a site
with the best wind conditions and the electric power used elsewhere

(electric transmission),

- Wide possible variety of controls,

- High reliability of certain models.

The disadvantages of the wind-driven generators are the following:

- Failure to start in low winds, which is often the case in Africa,
r-aching the rated capacity requires a high wind speed (8 to 1° m
except for those designed by the French firm, Aerowatt, some of whose
irodels attain their rated capacity at 5m/s,

- High prices, especially for models with the best performance,

- Highly developed technology making local construction and servicing

difficult.

18. Wind qenerators, if well taken care of, can even be extremely reliable.
They are built to operate for 100,000 hours at rated speed, or more than
20 years, and require only limited maintenance. It seems however that, tor
the nonant, only the French-built wind generators, with their low rated speed
can be used effectively in Africa. Their cost is high, because they are abte
to operate in iredium winds and are very reliable. The table below compares

some of the wind generators on the market:

Comparison of selected wind-drawn qenerators on the regular market

Manufacturer Model

1. Aerowatt 24FP7G

(France) 15OFP7G

1. Aerowatt

(France)

(Cont'd)

100FP5G

1 100FP7G

1 1OCFP7G

4 100FP7G

Rated wind

speed

(in m/sec.)

7

7

5

7

7

5

7

Rated

capacity

(in watts)Voltage

24 24V, DC

120 24V, DC

100

350

1 125VA

1 125VA

4

24V, DC

24V, DC

220/380(1)

220/380(1)

220/380(1)

Price of the

generator:

alone (ex workers)

in French francs

6 226

10 450

13 150

16 570

32 300

72 400

76 450

2. Electro

Grbh W50

Winterthur W25O

(Switzerland) IW15

WV25G

WV35G

MV15

MVG500

18

18

9

10

11

10

10

50 6/12/24V,DC 4 870

250 12/24V,DC 6 290
600 24/36V,DC 6 800

1 200 24 to 110,DC 8 300

4 000 48 to 110,DC 13 900

1 200 110V, CA(2) 9 64O
5 000 11O/22W(3) 17 660
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Comparison of selected wind^drawn generators on the regular market (cont'd)

Manufacturer frfodel

3. ENAG

(France)

Dunlite

Electrical

(Australia)

Rated wind Rated

speed capacity

(in m/sec.) (in watts? Voltage

8

8

8

11

650

1 200

2 500

2000

24VfDC

24V, DC

24V, DC

115V,DC

Price of the

generator

alone (ex workers)
in French francs

8 300

15 000

24 000

15 000

(1) Frequency 50 HZ
(2) Frequency 30-70 HZ
(3) Frequency 50-80 HZ

(c) SAVOSIIUS Windmill

°

xt drxves the plunger of the Vergnet hydraulic pump.

a reduoed scale' ** ***** an average of

series of half-drums on the same axis.

21. The advantages of the Savonious windmill are that:

- It is technologically very simple and easy to make

- It is expected to toe very reliable

- Maintenance is low
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22. The only disadvantages are that its efficiency is. lew with winds ,

over 5 m/s and needs regular maintenance, like any other machine with iroving

parts.

23. The Savonius windmill is not old enough to judge its reliability and

lifespan but it is highly probable that it will prove most reliable because

of its simplicity and soundness of desiqn. The reducer is perfectly

protected and the Vergnet pump, once fully developed, should be infinitely
more reliable than conventional transmission linkage pumps. The present,

windmill at IUT in Dakar has been operating quite successfully for over two

years. This windmill, costing between $US 3,000 and 3,500 including

engineering works, is extremely pranosing because it meets a nunfoer of
seemingly contradictory requirements (solidity, simplicity, operation at lew
wind speeds, low price, etc.). The development of the experimental programme

is thus fully justified.

(d) Other artisan-type windmills

24. Many low-cost models have been developed in the world but, althou^i they

are cheap, they have the disadvantage of being fragile and needing a lot of;

maintenance. Their energy is difficult to harness because of the depth of

the wells.

III. FUTURE CF WIND ENERGY :

25O In terms of future prospects, there are two parallel ccourses for the ;

development of wind energy: low and high capacity.

(a) Low capacity

26. The point here is to develop cheap rudimentary windmills for use in areas

not covered by electricity networks and more particularly in the rural areas

of developing Africa and elsewhere. At present prices range between

$US1,5OO and'3,000 the peak kW installed and this is in fact somewhat too
high. Projects leading to price cuts should be greatly encouraged. If ,0

successful they would help to solve the thorny problem of water pumping in

many African countries particularly in the Soudano-Sahelian countries.

(b) High capacity

27. In this category, the aim will be to promote the establishment of wind
generators to supply the needs of isolated rural communities. Technological

advances should now make it possible to design equipment whose technical

performance is better and which is more competitive with other sources of

electrical energy.

28. In cconclusions one can say tliat wind power accounts for a negligeable

share of total energy production and even then it is not listed in any

national or world-wide statistics. Nonetheless, the sophisticated versions

of the old windmill drive electrical generators (admittedly lew-power ones)
which supply minute amounts of easy power to a considerable number of mainly
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agricultural .establishments on open and windswept plains in many parts of

the world. I^Iind power, is a way of supplying the modest local needs in

isolated areas where for reasons of location, conventional energy is more
expensive because of the high transport costs. Although they have been

tried out on a large scale in Denmark, the main use of windmills is to be

found, in the large ranches scattered ever the North American prairies or
the Australian outback.

29. Although all African regions are not suitable for using wind energy the
latter could provide a partial solution to the problems of water pumping in
many Sahelian countries suffering from a long and untractable drought.

Moreover, the integrated use of wind power in conjunction with equipment and

machines powered by other renewable foniis of energy could meet a portion
of.;the. requirements of the continent's rural population for electricity and

water. Although wind power has suffered from bad publicity as a result of

some unfortunate experiments, the increase in the price of oil and petroleum
products and the escalating cost of the equipment used.in its stead should
bring about a renewal of interest in wind power particularly An the developing
countries of the world*

IV. EXAMPLES OF TCEND ENERGY UTILIZATION IN AFRICA AT© THE WORLD . . .

30. The world energy crisis has strongly influenced public opinion in favour
of wind energy. The problem has been taken up by a number of American
universities and by NASA. The latter is constructing a 100 kW experimental
generator in Ohio. , It appears that-, provided that they have been correctly

sited, certain windmills in the-United States have been able to compete, in
terms of the cost of kwh, with conventional generators operating at the same

place. Such installations were impossible to justify on economic grounds,
however, in the era of cheap petrol.

31. Since that tiine, advances in aerospace research have resulted in improved
machines,, and modern windmills fitted with blades that can be feathered can
supply asimuch as 6,000 HP (about 4,500 kW).. In addition, the price of oil

fuel has rocketed. According to current■estimates, it would be" economic, to
operate wind generators, in the United Kingdom provided that the wind strength

was 25 per cent, of the maximum possible and that tb^ technical conditions
were satisfactory.

32. A number of developed countries have put a great deal of effort in the
past into the .Iaroe-scal3 use of wind energy. Based on the results of their

experiments, machines have been developed which have operated completely
satisfactorily and increasingly powerful windmills have, been constructed.,

33. Wind energy has been used in the United States since the 1930s and more
recently in the 1950s to drive large electric generators. In the 1940s, in
particular, a wind-electric power plant was constructed in Vermont which,
over a four-year period, provided a total of 1.25 MWtoa public electricity

system. sSince that tine>■■ large windmills driving generators, producing several

kilowatts of electricity have supplied power to public electricity distribution
systems in Denmark, France and the Federal Republic of Germany. The experiment
would seem worth trying in certain African countries in hi<£i latitudes.
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French designers:

e Foi wind qenerator (800 KM): it was fitted with; three

^ts^re carried out with a windmill rotating at higher
(71 rpn) but a blade broke after 300 hours.

5J?S I
was of the order of 0.7.

- Tte 1,000 kW wind creator at Saint R^y-des-Sandes^the^o^t
bearing broke after 200 hours of satisfactory operation, the tests
were stopped and have not been resumed.

me WOW Andreau-Enfield wind generator, built

SSinS a^ivel alurbS fitted inside the generator shaft. The system has
been found to have a low efficiency.

36 An experimental 100 kW nechine, tested in 1955 in the Orkneys by the Hprth

operation in the USSR, etc:.

37. AS fax- as sn.ll wind generators are conceded

ru^rof^S^gS1Sr^yinhth|^ral Hepubi ot ^, the
Netharlande arid the United Kingdom.

experiments are being carried out in Africa withfairly good
o* them are listed below (by country) as avaiUUe:

Algeria, the United Nations University is carrying out an integrated
SntHi-use of wind energy in the village of Ouargla.
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in south Botswana show average windruns of. 3.2 km/hour and 7.4 km/hour. The

Rural Industries Innovations Centre of Botswana has developed windmills, some

of which are now being tested in the field. Most of the work has involved

adaptation of proven technology to meet local needs which is then introduced

into villages through extension workers.

41. In Benin, 20 windmills have baen tested along the coastal areas .for

about three years. However the operation of these wind mills has been

unsatisfactory (with frequent piston breakdowns), so that they may have to

be redesigned to suit local conditions.

42* In Cameroon, the Yaounde University and IRTISS Society started
measurements of wind regimes in the country.

43. In Cap-Verde, several wind energy devices operate in various parts of the

country.. The Ministry of Rural Development is engaged in experimenting and

testing the efficiency of windmills of various capacities and of cdr-generators

1fte Mlndalo Slipyard Manufactures Dampster type windmills end sells them. A

1.80jm diameter unit costs about 100 US$ (1977 prices). About 60 windmills

with diameters from 1.80 to 2.40 m have beer, installed by land-owners for

irrigation purposes at Ribeira de Mairao and Venha on Sao Vicente Island.

Ttiese devices are working to satisfaction and are to be credited for horti

cultural development. On Passaros Island, an Aerowatt 24 FP7 type air-

generator is being installed for the nautical marker-li^it. Similarly, at

Ponta Manyrade, an Aerowatt 300 FP 7 type air-generator is being installed.

for a light-house. The Ministry for Rural Development, in collaboration with

CILSS and CEAO, has a project to establish a Centre for Transfer of ;

Technology and a regional centre for Pasearch and Development in the field of

wind energy. A project is being now studied to improve the performances of the

local-made wind-mills, the project also includes installation of 3 air-

generators for water-pumping (with UNDP assistance', 2 large model air- .;.

generators with French assistance, 25 multi-blade water (USAID assistance),

20 multi-blade wind mills (UNICEF assistance), a study on vrijid potential, etc.

44• In Egypt, since 1955 a factory produces multi-rblade wind-mills, of 5 HP

capacity, used for water pumping in the North-Vfestern^part of the country for

Irrigation purposes. A programme on expansion of the wind eneryy utilisation

is being carried out by the Ministry of Electricity and Energy in co-operation
with Cklahoma State University (USA) with a view to produce electricity by
wind-mills using the modular.generators in the East and North coast.

4^' In Ethiopia, the Addis Ababa University carries out rese-Hrsfr •.-.* vjj?.d energy,
The wind energy potential is not very favourable but there are pome areas

where the wind regime could contribute substantially in solving some of the

energy needs of those areas. Some wind'energy parameters have been collected

in some stations for the exclusive use in Meteorological Services by the Civil

Aviation Administration. An original type of wind-mill has been developed

and its performances are better when compared to Savonious rotor, ',
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46 in Guinea, the National Institute for Research and Documentation launched
a programs for measurement of wind parameters in the country.

47. in Kenya, a wind-mill has been installed in the Karen village for
popularization purposes by UNICEF.

48. in Madagascar, wtad-mlls are operating since 1950 in the^f***11
part of the islaH for fear, watar-pui^liig. J-n tne western p^t ofthe Island,
Sind-mLlls are being used for rioe-field irrigation (Ma^nga). The equjgmt
nas been inserted and sone unit are presently out of order due co l*ck of

spare parts..

49 In Mali an inventory of wind parameters has been recently initiated.
AWHSit mater of vdnd-^lls (multi-blade typs) has installed in the
Gao region from 1956 to I960 but they failed to function mainly due to the
fact that they were not regularly maintained and there vere raults in their

design,

50. In Mauritius, inventory of the wind power potential is being planned in
co-operation with a French company. The wind-regime in E4auritius is- .
sufficiently favaourable to allow the installation or fairly large
aSnSators Sich can be integrated into the existing electric power grid.

51. In Mauritania, three stations are now performing an evaluation of wind-
energy potential in the southern part of the country. An aerogenerator has
also been set up in the National Park, with a rated power of 1 Kilowatt.

52 In Rwanda, a Centre for the Study and Application of Energy has been
established in 1974 within the National University of Rwanda. This centre
has been working since then on development of energy resources including

wind energy.

53 In Senegal, research activities are being carried out in wind-energy
potential. The Pblytechnical School of Tbies is carrying out research on
electricity production, whereas the technological Institute of the University
of Dakar concentrates its work on refrigeration, pumping and grinding. A
number of horizontal-axi* type wind-mills has been installed aet^een 1974 and
1976 in rural areas with a view to test their peformances, ^as^socto-
cultural acceptance by the rural population and to analyse certain modifications
with a view to improve their performances. The results ware £S follows:

- in -Uie Saliko village a tri-biade wind-mill of Lubing RFA type had
its blades broken during a storm in August 1976,

- in the Babak village a tri-blade wind-mill of Dunlite type, Australia,
supposed to produce electricity, had storage problems,
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- In the Motto, Taiba and llbrt-Holland villages fcur-blade wind-mills
of Lubing type,-HFA, installed for watar-puirping, proved to oe
efficient,

- aSavcnius SP4 prototype (vertical axis) is functioning in Diagle
sxnce 1978 producing from IS co 20 cu. metres per "day,

An aerogeneratCi: (Aaiowatt Cyps^ & l^

Centra in Naboro. It produces electrical ^rgTfor^S
eratlc« ana illimination of the Centre, ^stalled power is 4 )kVe
ST?*^ 1S °f b"m-blades *«» with automatic con^i of rotation speed

ion purposes. Three Savonius S?4 t/pe «d"d-itil
jf^Sal) have !>^ ^stalled .1,."^ '

iy ..or axrljation purposes. Three Savonius S?4 t/pe «d"d-itills
Shf ^^f^jf^Sal), have !>^ ^stalled .1,."^ Kc^'S, m
^ ^Ja° Vllia;3es- ^^^ wind-mill of tte sare tyoe has teen
led or. LtaJi.enne village by SOVEDA with OSMD financial assistance^

f apilcat-i?1.?*' wiT'd ^'^^ i" 25E. ^ a souroe of rawer dated back
' ? ^ndmlls l^6 ^=^(3 iinSita Provisos to dalivar water for

vdiid mils served these amajl ocnouilUes satisfactorily (500 people -ach
oamunjty)> As time progressed, diesel-driven engines, and iater *

f^r??? ^^ ni?tors' ^^^ to replace wind nails, m 1965 the last
S?^1^ Th^ ^ to the shifts

(i) The increase in population of the snail communities from 500 to 2500
people needed a corresponding increase in water off-take, thus
making the output of wind mills lag behind. Also urbanization
increased tne corisumption of water per_ capita (The current consume
txon has reacned now 10 gal/day/capita), ~T~ ..

(ii) The scarcity of spar- parts led to the. looai KWfwtvrv of these
parts. The local parts being not precise decreas-d the life time
of the Wind Mills. The improper repairing c2ev?.ated tt->a dyiiamic

(iii) During the period from M^Th up to my. annusaiy, i^^v. raUal"y
suffars from acute water-shortages due to tlie wjudl^ss period that
occures within these .norths. These cxxunuiities ocsaxLatead to
authorities accordingly.

. v*nd ™i}}s wexe replaced firstly by force pumps with capacity of 1200onh
and later with centrifugal pumps with capacity of SOOOgph. a fact the pc^T'
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s
wind mills operations.

57 ISie energence of energy crisis in early seventieth put wind mills again
to the surface as a means to conserve energy.

StigatTthe possibility of stalling new wmd mils at that area.

According to the team, the project was justified on the basis of:

(i) apparently adequate wind,

(ii) fuel/cost/transport savings, and

(lii) minimal maintenance costs.

arrive byf the end of this year

yet the running costs are almost negligible.

TkBLB 1: Average Wind speed in Gezira PrPvincS from 1960 to 1970

MONTH

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MRY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

AVERACS: OF; WIND SPEED;

IN MILES PER HOUR

8

9

8

7

8

10

10

9

7

5

7

8
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V. CONSTRAINTS LIMITING THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF WIND ENERGY IN

v AFRICA AND POSSIBLE MEASURES TO OVERCOME THEM

Constraints Measures

60. InfrastrUcture and Institutional

(i) Wind resource estimates are not

always reliable.
?relJininery evaluation of wind resources

can be based on existing meteorological

data, the reliability and quality of

which should be improved., . - ■■

(ii) Weakness of an institutional

framework for developing

policies, strategies and

programmes in wind' energy ■

(ill) Past activities in wind
energy have fceen intermitent
and limited in scope.

(iv) Lack of manufacturing, distri- ■
bution and maintenance services

- Meteorological services should be

encouraged to augment their wind

measurement activities and to take

account of the special needs of wind

energy,

- Carry out wind resource surveys, prepare

wind energy maps and prospect for

suitable sites.

- Elaboration of wind energy policies,

integration of wind energy within

over-all national energy programmes

and establishment of planning units

v in relevant governmental departments.

- Specific programmes should be prepared

and their continuous implementation
should be secured for assessment of

wind energy potential

Establishment of manufacturing,

distribution and maintenance services

61. Research and Development and Transfer of Technology

Even after a decision has been made -

to proceed with a wind energy prog

ramme in a country, the successful

transfer of technology into the

country and its subsequent

diffusion is dependent on a number

of factors which will be similar for

small-scale rural technologies

and larger-scale power technologies.

These factors include:

Most of these constraints may be

overcome by the creation of appropriate

subregional and regional wind energy

centres with services corresponding

to the relevant items (a) to (i). Such

centres might cover both rural wind

pumping and wind electrical power,

although in many cases there may be

good institutional reasons for separating

these functions.
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Constraints (cent'd)
tteasures (cont'd)

(a) Access to technical informal
tion concerning technologies avail
able on the market,

(b) Access to equipment designs
and manufacturing know-hew,

(c) Access to experienced

technical advice during the
initial stages of the programmes,

(d) Research and development

facilities to adapt foreign equip

ment to local conditions and
to local manufacturing

possibilities,

(e) Test facilities to test
imported and local equipment under
realistic conditions,

(f) performance standards for wind

equipnent and corresponding
engineering services to assist local

manufacturers in meeting these

standards,

(g>- Demonstration facilities to

aeiiKjnstrate suitable imported or

domestic equipment,

(h) Consultant and advisory

services to carry out wind surveys

and to evaluate wind energy

prospects, e.g. in relation to,

local water resources and
crapping practices for rural
wind pumping, or to carry out
system design and feasibility

studies for wind electric power,
(i) Training services for local
wind energy specialists,

62. Education and Training

(i) Lack of advisory and consulting
services for decision-makers.

(ii) lack of rural extension workers
with relevant knowledge and skills
in wind energy utilization.

Specialized agencies, including those
of the United Nations system, may

provide advisory and consulting

services.

Training courses in rural uses of wind
energy for rural extension workers.
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Constraints (cont'd) Measures (cont'd)

(iii) Lack of wind energy specialists -
in:

(a) Data collection and inter

pretation and site prospecting,

(b) Systems design, engineering

and management,

(c) Systems analysis and

economic feasibility,

(d) Systems operations and

maintenance

(iv) Shortage of specialists

qualified to train others.

63. Information Flows

Absence of information

energy.

on wind

Establishment of training centres.

Introduce these subjects into

universities and technical training

schools. Provide practical training

through fellowships,

Fellowships should be provided to,

and training courses should be

developed in, suitable advanced ;

centres of wind energy technology,

in order to train the trainers.

There is a proliferation of information

services in the world, but access of•.,■

users, especially users in developing

countries, to these services is not

always adequate. Actions to strengthen

user access to the existing services,

e.g. by the compilation and updating

of directories and through the

production of a wind energy newsletter

for developing countries are required.

In particular, information should be

made available on:

(a) Availability and capability of

analytic tools, handbooks and computer

software

(b) Catalogues and equipment informa

tion,

(c) Equipment performance standards,

test methods and testing services

(d) Consulting and design services

(e) Training services

(f) Manufacturing processes including

blueprints, licenses, patents and

know-how.

Organisation of periodical seminary

workshops and study tours with a view

to exchange information on wind energy.
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Measures (cont'd)

National and international funding of

rural development prograntnes to

include conessional credit facilities

for wind energy for subsistence .

isolated coiuramities.

Government measures to assure

sensitivity of local financing

institutions to the needs of wind

energy users.

Gc*7ernment chould ensure that wind

energy projects and equipnent receive

equitable treatment? in terms of

subsidies, with, other forms of energy.

Constraints (cont'd)

64. Financial

(i) Lack of funds for financing

institutions, technical services,

and training

<ii) Lack of funding of rural wind

purrping and autonomous pc.jer wi'ieie

relevant unoer credit terns

accessible to subsistence fanners.

(iii) Even when wind energy systems

are expected to ba oxit-eff&otive,

they may have difficulty in

attracting financing due i:o high

initial costs (compared to fossil

fuel systems) and to lack of

familiarity on the part of

financing institutions.

(iv) It should be recognized that .■.■'.,".■-,
in many countries various forms of l . \

energy are artificially priced .,"'"'.".

and this penalizes wind energy

even when it is cost-effective.

VI. RBCCSWMENDATIONS ,

Preliminary Wind Resource Assessment

65. A preliminary wind resource inventory should be undertaken as soon as ■
possible in all countries having some wind energy prospects. This could
normally be based on meteorological data which should be improved as necessary

and could be carried out by national staff assisted by the wind energy technical
note, now under preparation by VM>. If necessary further international

assistance could, in psecific cases, be sought.

National Wind Energy Policies

66. Countries having some prospects for wind energy should designate an

appropriate departinsnt of government (planning, finance, energy or rural
development for wind energy policy making, planning anu irip-Usite^itation.

Wind Pumping for Rural Development

67. Socio-economic systems studies indicate that small wind powered water

pumping systems are quite appropriate to irrigation in small farms, even in

cenparison with other renewable energy sources. It is recommended inclusion
of wind powered pumps in rural development programmes wherever local.
conditions are favarouable. An important positive aspect of small windmills
is the likelihood of creation of additional employmsnt in rural areas.
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Wind Energy Centres

68. _ Because of the importance of creating centres for wind energy technology,
it is recommended that international assistance, throutfi the United Nations
system and other agencies active in the field, be given to countries wishing
to est£bl?.sh such centres.

Training .of Trainers

69. _ Because of the shortage of wind energy specialists all over the world
it is recomrnended that training courses be established .on a permanent basis v<
at oneor irore suitable advanced wind energy centres or other appropriate ▼
institutions, rir *

Wind Energy Information Programmes

70. in view of the present initial use of wind power and the anticipated f
potentxal for rapidly expanded use, departments nominated by Governments, wind
energy centres and appropriate international orgnaizations should develop \
active information programmes to provide prompt, accurate and useful •
infomation and related materials on developments, techniques and experiences t
to potential users, decision-makers and other interested parties.

Financing

71. Wind energy conversion systems are capital intensive (compared to
conventional ones) even thou^i they are-cost-effective over a period of time
It is essential to devise suitable financial packages including low interest
loans and subsidies to accelerate the pace of utilization of this enerov
resource. •**

Co-operation ......

J2- x^ is raxxmended that co-operation should be initiated and encouraged
in the field of wind energy development and utilization through: exchange of
information and experts between African countries, organization of on-the-job
training courses, setting- up of i^lti-governnmtal wind
organization of workshops, seminars and study tours.

f

t
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